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Posted Jan 2017?
Traffic Crashes from 2012 thru 2014 and Injuries from Crashes
These two maps display traffic crash data from 2012 thru 2014. This is the latest data available from MassDOT
at this time. While the down-Island inset maps show the individual crash sites, the Island-wide view clusters the data
together for every 75m. Crashes are reported by the Town's Police Department to the Registry of Motor
Vehicles. MassDOT then receives this data and geo-locates each crash. Data ommissions do exist on these maps
since report submission varies by Police Department and MassDOT is unable to geo-locate all crashes due to
insufficient location information.

To peruse other maps, visit our Map Library.
Taffic Crashes

Injuries from Traffic Crashes

Posted Oct 2016

In-Season Population Density with Year-round & Seasonal Population Breakdown

This map displays the population density on Martha's Vineyard within each TAZ (Transportation
Analysis Zone). In general, a TAZ is similar to a neighborhood. In addition, for each TAZ, the
map shows the breakdown of the population count in terms of total 'Year-Round Population',
'Guests of Year-rounders', and 'Seasonal Population'. The data are based on the US Census of
2010. The guests and seasonal population are estimates generated by the MVC based on
Census Block population count and Housing Units occupied vs vacant. See the map notes for
more details. Map created by the MVC - Oct. 2016.

Posted May 2017
West Tisbury Overlay Zoning Map -- Goin' INTERACTIVE

This interactive map allows you to search for a parcel by physical street address and then turn
on/off each of the Overlay Zoning Districts. Many of the overlay zones overlap each other. So
to aid in clearly identifying which zone(s) are present in an area, the MVC created this
interactive map.
You are strongly encouraged to have fun and explore. Don't be afraid to click on those funny
looking icons. I promise you, you won't break it. This app does not require downloading any
software. It should work on your iOS or Android SmartPhone as well as your desktop internet
browser.
Please contact Chris Seidel (MVC's Cartographer) if you have questions or
comments. seidel[at]mvcommission.org
To peruse other maps, visit our Map Library.

